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Abstract - Internet of Things (IoT), which allows common devices to be connected to the Internet, has completely changed how people interact with the surroundings. The growth of smart cities is one of the areas where IoT has significantly impacted. IoT-based smart street light development has received much attention in this aspect. A smart street light system modifies the intensity of the lights based on the amount of ambient light in order to use less energy while improving brightness. Additionally, it has the ability to recognize the presence of people or cars and modify the brightness of the lights accordingly. In addition to that it detects the street lights which became faulty automatically and updates or passes the information to the cloud. By using IoT, these systems can be remotely controlled and monitored. Smart street light systems can be integrated into a single IoT platform to create a more comprehensive smart city solution. The system can be designed to detect the density of vehicles and people in a particular area and adjust the intensity of the street lights accordingly. The development of such systems has several benefits. They can significantly reduce energy consumption, resulting in cost savings and a reduced carbon footprint. Finally, by using IoT, these systems can be remotely controlled and monitored, resulting in better maintenance and reduced downtime.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In an era where technology is seamlessly integrated into urban infrastructure, the Automated Real-Time Street Light Management System emerges as a beacon of innovation in smart city development. Harnessing the power of Internet of Things (IoT) and microcontroller platforms like Arduino and NodeMCU, this project addresses the pressing need for efficient, adaptive, and remotely managed street lighting solutions. Traditional street lighting systems often suffer from inefficiencies, with fixed intensity lights operating regardless of ambient conditions or usage patterns. However, with the advent of IoT, these limitations are being overcome through dynamic control mechanisms and real-time monitoring capabilities. At the heart of this system lies the integration of sensors and actuators, enabling street lights to adjust their brightness based on factors such as ambient light levels and the presence of pedestrians or vehicles. This not only optimizes energy usage but also enhances safety and visibility in urban environments. Furthermore, the inclusion of damage detection functionalities adds another layer of intelligence to the system. By employing infrared sensors and push-button inputs, the system can detect faults or damages in individual street lights and promptly notify maintenance teams for swift resolution. The project employs Arduino for local sensor data processing and control, while NodeMCU facilitates wireless connectivity and remote monitoring through the Blynk platform. This seamless integration of hardware and software components culminates in a comprehensive solution for real-time street light management.

II. LITERATURE SURVEY

In recent years, numerous studies and projects have explored the implementation and benefits of automated real-time street light management systems, focusing on various technical and operational aspects. This literature survey highlights key findings and advancements in this field, emphasizing the advantages of deploying smart lighting infrastructures and leveraging advanced technologies for energy efficiency and improved urban services. Research has investigated the technical aspects of designing smart lighting infrastructures for public networks using different wireless short-range communication technologies. Studies have explored the integration of wireless protocols such as LoRa (low-rate, long-range) for smart city applications, including street lighting control and monitoring. The adoption of LED DC lamps in street lighting systems has been emphasized for its numerous advantages over traditional lamps. LED technology offers longer lifespan, lower maintenance costs, and higher energy efficiency. Additionally, LED lamps are mercury-free and environmentally friendly, contributing to sustainability efforts. Energy consumption reduction in street lighting can be achieved through adaptive control mechanisms that adjust brightness levels based on the presence of vehicles or pedestrians, resulting in significant energy savings.
on real-time traffic and weather information. Studies have presented case studies of adaptive street lighting systems that dynamically optimize brightness settings for specific street segments, resulting in significant energy savings compared to conventional sodium lamps.

Efficient street light monitoring requires strategic sensor deployments to gather relevant data while minimizing costs and environmental impact. Setting appropriate brightness levels in street lighting systems involves ensuring safety for pedestrians and drivers. Novel approaches have been proposed to optimize lighting parameters based on safety standards and street conditions, integrating observability measures to address safety concerns effectively. The transformative potential of automated real-time street light management systems in enhancing energy efficiency, reducing maintenance costs, and improving safety in urban environments. By leveraging advanced technologies such as IoT, wireless communication, and adaptive control algorithms, these systems represent a crucial step towards building sustainable and smart cities of the future. Ongoing research continues to explore innovative solutions and practical implementations to maximize the benefits of automated street lighting management systems.

III. IMPLEMENTATION
The implementation process revolves around two core components: the Arduino-based street light controller and the NodeMCU for remote monitoring and control via the Blynk app. This integrated system aims to enhance energy efficiency and operational responsiveness in managing street lighting infrastructure.

Arduino (Street Light Control):
The Arduino Uno is responsible for local control of the street lights. It utilizes IR sensors to detect entry and exit points, ensuring efficient management of street lighting based on activity levels. An LDR (Light Dependent Resistor) is used to measure ambient light levels. If the ambient light falls below a threshold (indicating darkness), and no activity is detected by the IR sensors, the Arduino turns on the street lights. The system also includes buttons that, when pressed, simulate damage to specific street lights. This feature helps test the responsiveness of the system to potential faults.

NodeMCU (Remote Monitoring):
The NodeMCU (ESP8266) module is connected to the local WIFI network and integrated with the Blynk IoT platform. It continuously listens for commands from the Arduino sent over serial communication. These commands indicate simulated damage to specific street lights (Pole-1, Pole-2, Pole-3, Pole-4). Upon receiving a command, the NodeMCU updates the corresponding LED status on the Blynk app interface, providing real-time feedback on the damaged street lights. Additionally, the NodeMCU logs events to Blynk, documenting the occurrence of damage with appropriate messages.

IV. CONNECTION DIAGRAM
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V. BLOCK DIAGRAM
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**Figure 2:** BLOCK DIAGRAM OF AUTOMATED REAL TIME STREET

V. OUTPUT
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**Figure 3:** REAL TIME STREET LIGHT
Figure 4: INDICATES A FAULT IN THE STREET LIGHT SYSTEM.

Figure 5: DEMONSTRATES THE DETECTION OF A STREET LIGHT FAULT WITHIN THE BLYNK APPLICATION

VII. CONCLUSION:
The development of the Automated Real-Time Street Light Management System represents a significant leap forward in urban infrastructure technology. By seamlessly integrating Arduino and NodeMCU boards, alongside sensors and the Blynk platform, the project showcases the transformative potential of IoT in revolutionizing traditional street lighting systems. Through automated light control based on ambient conditions, real-time damage detection, and remote monitoring via a user-friendly mobile app, the system offers numerous benefits including optimized energy efficiency, reduced maintenance costs, and enhanced safety. This innovation aligns with the principles of sustainability and smart city initiatives, paving the way for more efficient and resilient urban environments.
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